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Soft photonic elements with optical waveguiding ability based on

biocompatible hydrogels have become increasingly important in

optical techniques for medical diagnosis and phototherapy, among

others. Supramolecular hydrogels based on peptides with interest-

ing optical properties are rarely reported and explored. Although

robust crystals based on short peptides have shown optical wave-

guiding capabilities, their rigidity is the main issue to overcome in

the quest for soft biocompatible materials. Here, we report on the

microfluidic-assisted formation of a heterochiral short peptide

hydrogel that exhibits active optical waveguiding properties thanks

to the incorporation of two different dyes, thioflavin T and rhoda-

mine B, into the hydrogel structure. Using our microfluidic plat-

form, different parameters such as the concentration of a peptide,

type of dye and its concentration, and flow rate have been rapidly

explored, with remarkable low reagent consumption. In this way, it

was possible to develop peptide hydrogel waveguides with good

optical loss values, modulating the emission in diverse spectral

regions. The use of microfluidics to prepare these hydrogels makes

possible the preparation of structures of high length-to-diameter

aspect ratios, which otherwise are hard to devise from bulk condi-

tions. Overall, this work broadens the use of supramolecular self-

assembly of peptides to create functional materials with additional

versatility to polymeric hydrogels, thanks to the possibility of tuning

the structure by changing amino acid sequences. Additionally, the

optical properties can be easily modulated by quick optimization of

experimental parameters via microfluidic technology.

Introduction

Light-based technologies have experienced a rapid and sub-
stantial development in the last 20 years with application in
telecommunications, medicine, lasers or solar cells. In this
framework, photonic materials have gained a very active posi-
tion in promoting the development of modern photonic
devices, where optical waveguides are key elements.1 Optical
waveguides are physical structures capable of confining and
transmitting light with minimal losses, offering the possibility
to manipulate light guiding.2 A number of crystals based on p-
conjugated organic molecules3,4 and on short peptides5–7 or
amino acids8 showing optical waveguiding behaviour have
been reported. In this sense, diphenylalanine (Phe–Phe) crys-
tals doped with Nile Red were the first short peptide assemblies
that demonstrated waveguiding of the dye luminescence along
the crystals.5 Other sequences studied are Phe–Phe cyclic
peptides,6 triphenylalanine7 and more recently single amino
acids such as tyrosine.8 Optical probes such as Nile Red and
rhodamine B (RhB) are incorporated during the crystallization
process giving rise to active optical waveguiding materials.
Photoactive short peptide assemblies offer advantages such
as their ease of preparation, biocompatibility and functional
flexibility, being front-runners for the next-generation optical
materials to fill the gap between optics and biology.9

The promising results obtained on the optical waveguiding
ability of short peptide crystals make it appealing to study other
types of peptide assemblies such as supramolecular hydrogels,
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which are a softer, more flexible alternative to their crystal
partners. In fact, softer photonic elements based on biocompa-
tible polymers and hydrogels have become increasingly impor-
tant due to the growing interest in optical techniques for
medical diagnosis and treatment.10–13 In this context, supra-
molecular peptide-based hydrogels with interesting optical
features have been described for the first time using Fmoc-
diphenylalanine as the building block. Gelation is achieved
thanks to the incorporation of the N-capping Fmoc group that
increases hydrophobicity in the final structure.14 The optical
properties observed for this short peptide hydrogel suggest its
potential for optical waveguiding applications.15 An alternative
strategy developed to prepare short peptide hydrogels consists
of introducing D-amino acids at selected positions in L-
tripeptides as it promotes water channel formation that favours
hydrogelation.16 The first reports date back to 2012, where the
introduction of a D-amino acid at the N-terminus of a hydro-
phobic sequence bearing the Phe–Phe motif led to rapid gela-
tion under physiological conditions, whereas the L-tripeptide
analogue did not gel.17,18 In this tripeptide system, gelation is
achieved by a pH trigger from alkaline to neutral in phosphate
buffer. This gelation strategy does not need the use of the rigid
Fmoc group with concerns in terms of biocompatibility.19

Moreover, the peptide sequence and the combination of chir-
ality chosen determine the long-range supramolecular order
achieved in the final hydrogelator.20

An effective approach that may allow a fine control in the
preparation of supramolecular short peptide hydrogels is the
use of microfluidic technologies. Recent studies have indicated
that microfluidic systems provide unique advantages to trigger
controlled self-assembly of supramolecular structures on
flow.21–23 The well-controlled supply of reagents due to the
laminar flow regime present in the reduced-scale fluidic chan-
nels enables the contact between solutions, which is governed
by diffusion.24 This diffusion mechanism together with the
confinement afforded by microchannels, with specific size and
shape, exerts a fine control on the way molecules can self-
organize at the microscale. In this context, microfluidics repre-
sents a valuable tool for the controlled growth, manipulation
and processing of self-assembled materials at surfaces, where
the generation of a controlled reaction–diffusion environment
governs the formation of supramolecular fibers.22 In this sense,
Wilson and coworkers used planar extensional flow in cross-
slot shaped devices to create aligned 1D supramolecular struc-
tures made of oligopeptides containing p-conjugated cores.25

Apart from the device shape, the self-assembly can also be
modulated through the fine control of parameters such as a
flow rate or solvent, enabling space and time control of the
system.22 This reduced-scale technology is also gaining atten-
tion as a useful tool to prepare supramolecular peptide assem-
blies of different types.26–30 However, the microfluidic devices
reported in those studies are still developed with soft lithogra-
phy and therefore, specialized techniques are required for its
fabrication, not accessible to all laboratories.

Despite several examples of optical waveguiding hydrogels
made of natural/synthetic polymers being reported, supramolecular

peptide-based hydrogels have not yet been studied in this
manner, even though they offer the possibility to easily mod-
ulate both the emission wavelength using dyes as molecular
probes and the supramolecular structure by changing amino
acid sequences. To this end, a well-controlled self-assembly
approach is needed to obtain hydrogels with the appropriate
length to diameter ratio, which is quite challenging when they
are prepared in bulk (e.g., mixing solutions in a vial).

We here report a microfluidic-based methodology to control
the preparation of supramolecular hydrogels using the hetero-
chiral tripeptide DLeu–LPhe–LPhe in biocompatible aqueous
media, using two different dyes, thioflavin T (ThT) and rhoda-
mine B (RhB), as optical probes to study the optical properties
of the fluorescent hydrogels formed. Using a two-inlet micro-
fluidic device offers the possibility for in situ mixing of two
buffer solutions introduced through different inlets, whereby
the laminar flow favours the diffusion of molecules and the
formation of the hydrogel at the interface of these solutions.
The extension of the diffusion can be simply modulated by the
flow rate which, interestingly, influences the optical properties
of the supramolecular assemblies. Thus, the optimization of
the experimental conditions (flow rate, peptide concentration
and dye concentration) at this microscale enables the control of
the formation of short-peptide hydrogels with novel optical
waveguiding properties. On the whole, the microfluidic meth-
odology leads to better control in the self-assembly process
compared with bulk (classical conditions),19 rendering fibrils
with a high length-to-diameter aspect ratio that enabled the
study of their optical waveguiding properties.

Results and discussion
Preparation of peptide hydrogels using microfluidics

The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)/glass microfluidic chips
used in this work were prepared using oxygen plasma and
replica molding, as previously reported (see the Experimental
section).31 Their fabrication by 3D printing technology provides
a cost-effective and facile fluid handling and high control of the
experimental conditions. Our microfluidic devices are con-
structed by fabricating a positive mold with an SLA (stereo-
lithography) or a masked (SLA) 3D printer that serves as a
template to produce the PDMS positive replica in the desired
shape. Then, the PDMS replica and the glass surfaces are
activated in a plasma oven and subsequently sealed toge-
ther.31 This replica molding strategy facilitates its implementa-
tion as open technology since it is a reliable and cost-effective
methodology that can be developed in many laboratories as it
does not require a specialist’s time. This allows a quick iterative
design, fabrication and testing process within 24 hours, as desired
for microfluidic technology implementation.31–34

The tripeptide DLeu–LPhe–LPhe is able to self-assemble in
microfluidic channels (Fig. 1a). The optimization of the
total flow rate to 1 mL min�1 rendered the formation of the
DLeu–LPhe–LPhe hydrogel along the whole 1.4 cm-length of
the central microfluidic channel (V = 14 mL) in a continuous
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flow regime (Fig. 1a and Fig. S1 and S2, ESI†). Interestingly, the
total length of the hydrogel can be tuned on-demand using
devices with a different central channel length (Fig. S3, ESI†). It
is noted to mention that the use of microfluidics allows good
reproducibility in the formation of these fibers, thanks to the
well-controlled supply of reagents due to the laminar flow that
controls the pH trigger. It is worth stating that the formation of
hydrogels inside a microfluidic device using a known gelator as
this tripeptide is far from trivial. This is because the system
features offer a kinetic control not achieved when preparing
hydrogels under bulk conditions, as previously observed in the
literature,18,35,36 where microfluidics enable divergent structural
features than that offered under the classical conditions.22,23,37,38

Monitoring of peptide hydrogel formation

The formation of the hydrogels inside the microfluidic channel
can be monitored in situ by fluorescence microscopy when they
are prepared in the presence of a dye. To this end, self-assembly
was performed in the presence of ThT, which leads to enhanced
fluorescence in the presence of a b-sheet type structure (10 mL
of a ThT solution 1 mg mL�1 was added to the 200 mL of acidic
buffer, peptide/ThT molar ratio 102, see the Experimental
section).18,39 Self-assembly occurred at different concentrations
of the peptide, being 8 mM the minimum concentration of

peptide solution introduced through one of the inlets of the
device that allow hydrogel formation, although less porous and
more robust materials were formed when the peptide concen-
tration was doubled (Fig. 1b and c and Fig. S4, ESI†). The
different experimental parameters were optimized to exploit
the advantages offered by microfluidic technology to create self-
assembled systems rapidly and consuming low amount
of reagents. Thus, the flow rate was also modified (from
1 mL min�1 to 0.5 mL min�1 and 0.3 mL min�1), maintaining
the constant peptide solution concentration at 16 mM and the
ThT stock concentration at 1 mg mL�1 (a peptide-to-dye molar
ratio of 102, see the Experimental section). Although these flow
rates resulted in the formation of the hydrogel, they rendered
more porous, wider and shorter structures with more structural
defects as shown by fluorescence microscopy and their corres-
ponding photographs (Fig. S5, ESI†). These findings demon-
strate that the self-assembled structures obtained are affected
by the flow conditions and only an optimum flow rate renders
hydrogel formation at the interface along the whole length of
the central channel.24 Regarding the dye, increasing the ThT
concentration to 2 mg mL�1, whilst keeping the rest of para-
meters constant (i.e. flow rate and peptide concentration),
enables hydrogel formation (Fig. S6, ESI†), while a further
increase to 5 mg mL�1 impedes self-assembly formation in
the microchannels. Lower ThT concentrations (0.5 mg mL�1)
led to hydrogel formation too (Fig. S6, ESI†), although differ-
ences in the optical properties were observed, as will be
shown below.

Next, RhB was used as dye instead of ThT, in order to tune
the emission wavelength of the waveguide. Fluorescent hydro-
gels were obtained using stock solutions with 0.25, 0.5 and
1 mg mL�1 RhB concentrations (Fig. 1b and c and Fig. S7 (ESI†),
5 mL of RhB solution was added to each 200 mL of phosphate
buffer solution, see the Experimental section), although the latter
concentration displayed severe aggregation-induced quenching.
These results demonstrated the high versatility of this tripeptide
to self-assemble in the presence of other molecules using micro-
fluidics, as previously shown under bulk conditions.35,36,40,41

Characterization of peptide hydrogels

Hydrogels formed in the microfluidic devices were character-
ized using Raman spectroscopy to obtain insights into the
structure of the self-assembled peptide systems. The peptide
hydrogel was also prepared under bulk conditions to compare
its Raman spectra with the self-assembled system prepared
using microfluidics (see the Experimental section). The Raman
spectrum of the peptide powder (non-assembled) was also
recorded as a control. Raman analysis confirmed the b-sheet-
structure arrangement observed in the microfluidic-prepared
hydrogel similar to that observed in the hydrogel assembled
under bulk conditions, in agreement with previous reports on
self-assembling heterochiral ultra-short peptides (Fig. 2a).41–44

The amide I region displayed a Raman peak at 1692 cm�1 that
indicates the presence of a hydrogen bonding pattern typical
for b-type stacks, in both the classical and the microfluidic-
directed assembled hydrogels, together with another peak at

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structure of the tripeptide used in this work (left) and a
scheme of a microfluidic device (right). Solution 1 (the peptide dissolved in
alkaline phosphate buffer, depicted in blue) and buffer 2 (acidic phosphate
buffer, depicted in yellow) are mixed in the central channel of the device.
Diffusion between both solutions occurs at their interface, where the
peptide hydrogel is formed (depicted in green). The black arrows show
the flow direction, and the yellow/blue double-arrow represents the
diffusion of molecules at the interface. (b) Photographs and (c) fluores-
cence microscopy images of the peptide hydrogels formed in microflui-
dics in the presence of ThT (left panel) and RhB (right panel) under the
optimal conditions (10 mL of ThT stock 1 mg mL�1 in 200 mL of acidic
phosphate buffer and 5 mL of RhB stock 0.5 mg mL�1 in 200 mL of each
phosphate buffer); peptide solution concentration of 16 mM; flow rate of
1 mL min�1.
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B1641 cm�1 that corresponds to the CQO stretching. These
two Raman modes are fingerprints of self-assembly, as they are
absent in the peptide powder spectrum,44 in agreement with
previous reports.41 The Raman fingerprint does not change
in the presence of ThT or RhB, implying that incorporating
these dyes does not change the molecular arrangement of
DLeu–LPhe–LPhe hydrogels (Fig. S8, ESI†).45

The morphology of the hydrogels was assessed with scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM). A twisted microfluidic-driven
fibre of 220 � 20 mm width is formed using microfluidics
(Fig. 2b). It is composed of thinner fibrils parallelly aligned
forming a bundle. This controlled orientation is clearly in
contrast with an analogue hydrogel obtained in a standard
vessel (bulk conditions) (Fig. 2c and Fig. S9, ESI†). The latter
displays a heterogeneous morphology composed of intercon-
nected fibrils forming a network with a random orientation. In
this way, the precise control and manipulation of small
volumes of fluids afforded by microfluidics leads to a con-
trolled alignment of fibrils along the specific channel length.

Study of optical waveguiding properties

The formation of luminescent hydrogel fibres obtained by
microfluidics of a large length-to-diameter ratio led us next to
the study of the photoluminescence waveguiding properties.
This is highly interesting given that these properties have been
only addressed so far in peptide-based microcrystals, which do
not possess the flexibility and soft structure of hydrogel fibres.
Here, other related studies on dye-doped microcrystals of
short peptides based on Nile Red5 or Rhodamine B serve as
examples.45 In our case, we selected ThT and RhB as they are

stable under the experimental conditions used and they allow
tuning the emission at different wavelengths (Fig. 3).

When excitation of light at 355 nm is focused on a precise
point of the hydrogel fibre, a bright photoluminescence (PL)
spot is obtained at this fibre end, with almost negligible
emission along the body (Fig. S10, ESI†). This phenomenon is
typical for optical waveguiding materials. The excitation–detec-
tion distance dependent PL intensity was evaluated for each
system prepared with the two dyes (Fig. 3a and Fig. S11–S14,
ESI†). To this end, fluorescence spectra were recorded upon
photoexciting at different positions along the fibre axis and
detecting at one of the fibre tips. Analysis of the intensity
dependence as a function of photoexcitation – detection dis-
tance allowed the estimation of the optical loss coefficient (a0)
in dB mm�1 for each sample (Fig. 3b and Fig. S11–S14 (ESI†),
see the Experimental section for details).

The optical loss obtained for the hydrogels using ThT and
RhB as optical probes (for their respective optimum dye con-
centrations) at the lower peptide solution concentration used
(8 mM) was quite high indicating that light transmission is not
very efficient (Table 1, entries 1 and 7 and Fig. S11, ESI†).
However, when the peptide concentration was doubled, the
optical loss decreased dramatically (Table 1, entries 2 vs. 1 and
8 vs. 7, Fig. 3b and Fig. S11, ESI†). We attributed this enhance-
ment in the light transmission to a decrease in the porosity of
the fibrillar structure at higher peptide concentrations. Less
porosity decreases the light scattering in the material favour-
ing, thus, the light transmission. This occurs even when the
hydrogels present a similar supramolecular arrangement at
both concentrations ofpeptide.

Furthermore, the dye concentration was varied for both ThT
and RhB, where changes in the optical loss values were also
evident. The optimal values for optical loss coefficients were
found when using ThT and RhB stock solutions of 1 mg mL�1

and 0.5 mg mL�1, respectively (Table 1, entries 2 and 8,

Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra of DLeu–LPhe–LPhe hydrogels obtained under
bulk conditions (red) or using microfluidics (blue), and the peptide powder
(non-assembled) (black). The four Raman active modes for aromatic rings
are depicted in grey squares. The amide I region is expanded to show the
differences in the structural arrangement between the powder and the
assembled structures. SEM images of DLeu–LPhe–LPhe hydrogels formed
(b) under bulk conditions and (c) in microfluidic devices.

Fig. 3 (a) PL spectra of fibres collected at the end tip upon varying the
distances between the excitation and the tip of the fibre. (b) Ratio between
the PL intensities photoexcited at the initial (Io) and intermediate (I)
positions along the fibre as a function of distance (lexc = 355 nm). Top
panel: ThT as the dye. Bottom panel: RhB as the dye.
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respectively, Fig. 3). Increasing the concentration of ThT to
2 mg mL�1 or lowering it to 0.5 mg mL�1 has a negative impact
on the optical loss coefficient of the hydrogel (Table 1, entries 3
and 4 respectively and Fig. S12, ESI†). The same trend is
observed when the RhB concentration decreases from 0.5 to
0.25 mg mL�1 (Table 1, entry 8 vs. entry 9 and Fig. S13, ESI†).

Finally, the impact of the flow rate on the optical properties
of these hydrogels was studied, revealing that the optical loss
coefficient increases as the flow rate decreases (Table 1, entry 2
vs. entries 5 and 6 and Fig. S14, ESI†). The lower the flow rate,
the more porous and wider the assemblies are, as shown by
fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 1 vs. Fig. S5, ESI†) and SEM
images (Fig. 2b vs. Fig. S15, ESI†). This has a detrimental
impact on light transmission, most probably because of light
scattering, one of the most critical optical loss mechanisms in
biomaterials due to their porous structure.10

These results show that the assembled structures formed
along the microfluidic channel possess active optical waveguid-
ing ability when using ThT and RhB as dyes, being RhB needed
at a lower concentration than ThT, in view of its higher
fluorescence quantum yield (0.4 and 0.7 for ThT bound to
amyloid fibrils46,47 and for RhB,48 respectively). In addition,
the versatility of this tripeptide to self-assemble in conjunction
with any of the dyes makes possible the development of
luminescent waveguide structures capable to emit in different
regions of the spectra, enabling the adjustment of the emission
of the optical waveguides on demand.

Overall, it is important to highlight that the peptide concen-
tration is the parameter having the higher impact on optical
guiding, as the higher porosity found at lower concentrations
led to poorer light propagation through the supramolecular
fibrillar structure. This is because the supramolecular arrange-
ment in the hydrogel structure is the key for the optical
waveguiding behaviour, and this is mainly defined by the
peptide sequence and chirality combination,20 as well as its
concentration in the hydrogel. In addition, microfluidics has
enabled to identify the experimental conditions (peptide
concentration, dye concentration and flow rate) to achieve the
hydrogel with the adequate structure and morphology to obtain
better values of the optical loss coefficient. Furthermore, the

optical loss coefficient found for the best conditions using ThT
(8.5 dB mm�1, Table 1, entry 2) and RhB (7.5 dB mm�1, Table 1,
entry 8) is in the order of that described for certain soft,
biocompatible PEG hydrogels (0.017–2.5 dB mm�1)49,50 or even
lower than that recently found for flexible microfibers from
lotus silk (51 dB mm�1).51 Although some of the former
hydrogels show optical loss values that are sometimes below
0.1 dB mm�1, it is important to remark that the strategy
developed in this work allows engineering properties through
chemical synthesis by changing amino acid sequences, which
cannot be performed so easily with polymeric hydrogels.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this work describes the microfluidic-assisted
preparation of supramolecular hydrogels of a short heterochiral
peptide using homemade PDMS/glass microfluidic devices,
allowing a quick, low-cost screening of multiple experimental
conditions (e.g., peptide concentration, flow rate, and dye
concentration) to fine tune the material properties. Microflui-
dic technology rendered possible hydrogel structures with
high length-to-diameter aspect ratios, opening new avenues
to exploit these short peptide hydrogels. Incorporation of ThT
and RhB as dyes into these supramolecular systems led to the
formation of fluorescent peptide hydrogels that behave as
macroscopic active optical waveguiding biomaterials with emis-
sion in different spectral regions. This optical phenomenon is a
consequence of the long-range supramolecular order presented
by this peptide hydrogel, which functions as an optical
microcavity,6 thus allowing the propagation of photolumines-
cence emission along the longitudinal axis. This novel photonic
feature identified in this type of peptide-based hydrogel repre-
sents an interesting property to provide materials that will con-
tribute to the future development of integrated biomedical optics,
allowing light-based diagnosis and precise phototherapy.52

In addition, short peptides enable a large diversity of supra-
molecular structures upon changing amino acid sequences
thanks to chemical synthesis. These assets pave the way to
create diverse self-assembled peptide systems with defined

Table 1 Optical loss coefficient (a0 (dB mm�1)) values and experimental conditions employed for the peptide hydrogels prepared with microfluidics

Entry Dye Cpeptide
a (mM) Cdye

b (mg mL�1) Peptide/dye molar ratioc Flow rate (mL min�1) a0 (dB mm�1)

1 ThT 8 1 51 1 590.0
2 ThT 16 1 102 1 8.5
3 ThT 16 2 51 1 13.0
4 ThT 16 0.5 204 1 18.1
5 ThT 16 1 102 0.5 26.0
6 ThT 16 1 102 0.3 26.1
7 RhB 8 0.5 153 1 1172.0
8 RhB 16 0.5 305 1 7.5
9 RhB 16 0.25 610 1 18.0

a Cpeptide refers to the initial concentration of the peptide in alkaline phosphate buffer (PB) solution pumped through one of the inlets of the
microfluidic device (Fig. 1a). b Cdye refers to the initial concentration of ThT or RhB in the stock solution of the dye. 10 mL of ThT solution
was added in 200 mL of acidic PB buffer, and 5 mL of RhB solution was added in 200 mL of each PB buffer (see Experimental section for details).
c Molar ratio refers to mmol of the peptide to mmol of the dye employed in each experiment of hydrogel formation at the Cpeptide and Cdye indicated
in each entry.
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functional properties, enabling on-demand design and multi-
ple size and shape possibilities.

Experimental section
Materials and methods

Tripeptide DLeu–LPhe–LPhe was purchased from DG peptides.
Sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were supplied by

Scharlau and Sigma Aldrich, respectively. Phosphate buffer
solutions at pH 12 and 5.8 were supplied by Fisher Scientific.

A pH bench meter (electrochemical sensor XS) was pur-
chased from VioLab.

High purity Milli-Q-water (MQ water) with a resistivity
greater than 18 M O cm was obtained from an in-line Millipore
RiOs/Origin system. SYLGARD silicone elastomer 184 and its
curing agent were obtained from Ellworth.

Oxygen plasma treatment. Diener oxygen plasma equipment
was used in the preparation of microfluidic devices. Both
components (PDMS and glass slides) were treated in the oxygen
plasma chamber under 4 mbar of oxygen pressure for
60 seconds at 50 W. Right after, both components were sealed
in less than 10 seconds to ensure an appropriate adhesion,
applying a distributed pressure to the parts while lying over-
night in an oven at 70 1C.

Fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence imaging was per-
formed with a Zeiss Axio Vert A.1. microscope, using a
10� objective and the corresponding filters (445 nm for sam-
ples prepared in the presence of thioflavin T and 530 nm for
samples prepared in the presence of rhodamine B).

Confocal fluorescence microscopy. PL microscopy images
for crystal fibers were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted
microscope with dry objectives (100X N.A. 0.8 and 20X N.A.
0.45) coupled to a Shamrock spectrometer from Andor Tech-
nology with a thermoelectrically cooled Newton EM (Andor)
CCD. The excitation was obtained by appropriate filtering of the
lines using a Xe lamp.

Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra were recorded with an
InVia Renishaw microspectrometer equipped with a 785 nm
point-based laser. An output power of 300 mW was used (10%
power used). The peptides in powder and fiber were measured
as prepared. In the case of the hydrogel, the sample was
transferred to a silicon wafer and dried under vacuum before
analysis. At least 20 spectra were collected for each sample at
random locations to check their homogeneity.

Scanning electron microscopy. SEM images were obtained
using a JEOL JSM 6335F microscope working at 10 kV. The glass
from the microfluidic device containing the corresponding
hydrogel fibre was allowed to dry overnight before being sub-
jected to SEM imaging. In the case of the hydrogel prepared in
the bulk, the sample was transferred to a glass slide and
allowed to dry overnight before SEM imaging.

Optical waveguide behaviour. Loss coefficients in fibres were
obtained upon exciting the fibres with a Teem Photonics pulsed
Nd:YAG laser (355 nm, 300 ps, 1 KHz, 30 mJ per pulse). A set
of filters were employed to attenuate the photoexcitation.

Detection from the fibre edge was focused in free space on to
a 0.5 m length SP2558 Princeton Instruments (Acton Research)
spectrometer equipped with a 600 lines per mm grating and a
liquid nitrogen cooled CCD.

Fabrication of microfluidic devices

A 3D mold was designed in Tinkercad (Autocad) and printed
with an mSLA 3D printer (Prusa SLS) or an SLA one (Formlabs
Form 3) using Prusa tough resin and Formlab clear V4 resin,
respectively. After 3D printing, the mold was washed with
ethanol and isopropanol and then allowed to dry. For easy
peeling of the PDMS, the 3D printed molds were covalently
coated with trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane
(PFOTS, 97%) using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in a
vacuum desiccator. The 3D printed structure was air plasma-
activated for 30 s, and then, it was placed in a desiccator with a
vial of 100 mL of PFOTS and high vacuum was applied using the
pump. For the plasma treatment, an Inseto Plasma Etch, Inc.
PE-25 benchtop air plasma cleaner was used at its maximum RF
plasma power of 100 W with an air flow of B10 cc min�1, which
allowed for a vacuum pressure of 200–250 mTorr within the
chamber during plasma treatment. The desiccator was then left
under a static vacuum for overnight CVD of PFOTS. After
deposition, the 3D printed structure was removed from the
desiccator and left in the oven at 70 1C for 1 h, then it was
washed with ethanol and isopropanol.

PDMS replicas were prepared by pouring the PDMS
degassed mixture (10 : 1 silicone elastomer to curing agent)
on the 3D printed PFOTS coated mold. After overnight curing
at 70 1C, the PDMS was cut out the mold and sonicated in
ethanol for 4 minutes to remove the small molecular weight
and unreacted PDMS chains. The PDMS replica was then dried
with nitrogen. An inlet and outlet were then created on the
edges of the microchannel features by puncturing through the
PDMS with a 1.0 mm + or 1.5 mm + punch (KAI, Japan).

The PDMS replica was placed facing upwards in the plasma
oven with a clean microscope glass slide. The slide and the
PDMS replica were treated in a plasma oven (see above for
details). After this, the PDMS replica was firmly placed on the
glass slide, and the microfluidic was left in the oven at 70 1C
overnight.

Formation of peptide hydrogels

(a) Using microfluidic devices. The heterochiral tripeptide
DLeu–LPhe–LPhe was dissolved in sodium phosphate buffer
0.1 M at pH 12 (solution 1, inlet 1) at the corresponding
concentration (8 mM or 16 mM) depending on the experiment.
The same volume of sodium phosphate buffer at 0.1 M, pH 5.7,
was used (buffer 2, inlet 2). In a typical flow experiment, the two
solutions (solution 1 and buffer 2) were carefully flown with a
flow rate defined for each experiment (1, 0.5 or 0.3 mL min�1)
controlled by a separate syringe pump to fill the channel. The
tripeptide hydrogel was formed along the central channel,
at the interface between the two solutions (solution 1 and
buffer 2), thanks to a pH trigger. That is the reason why
reproducibility of these fibers is very high, because it counts
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with the well-controlled of reagents due to the laminar flow. All
the buffer solutions were filtered (0.45 mm) before use.

Peptide hydrogel formation in the presence of dyes (thioflavin
T and rhodamine B). Experiments were carried out as described
for hydrogel formation, while dyes were incorporated as fol-
lows: in the case of ThT, 10 mL of a stock solution at
the concentration indicated in each experiment (2, 1 or
0.5 mg mL�1) was added in 200 mL of acidic phosphate buffer;
while for RhB, 5 mL of a stock solution at the concentration
indicated in each experiment (0.5 or 0.25 mg mL�1) was added
in 200 mL of each buffer (alkaline and acidic phosphate buffers,
injected through inlets 1 and 2, respectively). All dye solutions
were filtered (0.45 mm) before use.

(b) Under bulk conditions. Peptide hydrogels were pre-
pared as described previously. Typically, 2.1 mg of the peptide
was added to 150 mL of 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 12)
and dissolved with the aid of sonication for 10–15 min in a
water bath at 40 1C, and then diluted 1 : 1 with another 150 mL
of 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 5.6–5.7) to yield a final
pH B7.4 that triggers the hydrogel formation. All buffer solu-
tions were filtered (0.45 mm) before use.
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